Act of Consecration
(Advent A)
tune "The Coming of our God" meter SM

1. Mary as you once did, You hoped and longed and prayed
   That God fulfill the promises made to us long ago.

2. Now in this winter wait Our longing joins to yours
   haste the Kingdom of your Son of justice and of love.

3. Our minds we give to you. Our hearts and lives as well.
   To make God present in our world Jesus Emmanuel.
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Based on Advent Act Of Consecration "A" p.24

Mary as you once did
You hoped and longed and prayed
That God fulfill the promises
Made to us long ago.

Now in this winter wait
Our longing joins to yours
To haste the kingdom of your Son
Of Justice and of Love

Our minds we give to you
Our hearts and lives as well
To make God present in our world
Jesus Emmanuel